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Scorpio, Saturday, November 16, 2013 @ 7:45
Sagittarius, Monday, December 16, 2013 @7:45

In this Issue
Alone

by Tom Carney

Workshops/Classes (To participate, please call to arrange a meeting)
Building the Lighted Way - Sundays @ 9:00 AM
White Magician Training - Wednesday Evenings @ 7:30 PM
Online Workshop/Class/Group Meditations (Please call to join)
New and Full Moon meditations (To sign up for notices e-mail wezkuhl@gmail.com)

Group Meditation Work
October 5, through November 2, 2013
When, therefore, your life is fundamentally invocative, then there will come the evocation of the will.
It is only truly invocative when personality and soul are fused and functioning as a consciously
blended and focused unit. The Rays and the Initiations P. 35
November 3, through December 2, 2013
Straight-knowledge can whisper to the heart, but the brain must also accept the possibility that the
Supermundane World exists. Supermundane 4 #714

Arcana Workshops
Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
Phone 310-545-0910

ArcanaWorkshops is a non-profit tax exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax deductible
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Alone?
Wikipedia do not give much hope that we
have any companions "out there."
However, the actual size and complexity of
Cosmos still leaves a lot of unexplored
territory.

Big scientific question: Is there life in the
universe other than what we have on planet
Earth? Or, are we alone in Universe?
 Many
scientists
consider
extraterrestrial life to be plausible,
but there is no direct evidence of its
existence. Since the mid-20th
century, there has been an ongoing
search for signs of extraterrestrial
life, from radios used to detect
possible extraterrestrial signals, to
telescopes used to search for
potentially
habitable
extrasolar
planets.

For example:
After data from the Hubble HUDF images
was considered, it was estimated that there
are more than 200 billion galaxies in the
"observable" universe. Galaxies range from
dwarfs with as few as ten million stars to
giants with a hundred trillion stars each
orbiting its galaxy's own center of mass.
For a fly through click on this link.
http://www.geek.com/science/astronomerscreate-3d-fly-through-of-hubble-ultra-deepfield-image-1568596/

 Some bodies in the Solar System
have been suggested as having the
potential for an environment that
could host extraterrestrial life,
particularly those with possible
subsurface oceans. Though due to
the lack of habitable environments
beyond Earth, should life be
discovered elsewhere in the Solar
System, astrobiologists suggest that
it will more likely be in the form of
extremophile microoganisms.

That's a whole bunch of galaxies and a
bigger bunch of stars. But, so much for
Galaxies and suns. How about planets? It
is estimated that most suns have "planets"
which, bound in their gravitational field, are
circulating around them.
Just what constitutes a planet is a matter of
discussion
within
the
astronomical
community.
Currently,
for
example,
because of the size and some other dense
physical attributes, the International
Astronomical Union "recognizes" a measly
eight planets in our local solar system.
Many scientists disagree with this opinion
which actually reduced Pluto from planet
status to, I don't know, a really "Big Rock".

 The planets Venus and Mars, along
with several natural satellites orbiting
Jupiter and Saturn, and even
comets, are suspected to possess
niche environments in which life
might exist. A subsurface marine
environment on Jupiter's moon
Europa might be the most suitable
habitat in the Solar System, outside
of Earth, for multicellular organisms.

Also realize that these eight planets, and all
the other heavenly bodies our astronomers
have catalogued in the great out-there,
include only those that our present dense

Beyond some form of microorganisms, the
above comments from an article in
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This is the problem that lies at the root of
most of our scientific investigations. We
keep looking for life in forms rather than
reaching beyond forms into Life.

physical instruments can "see." Since the
Etheric dimension of Cosmos is not
recognized as existing, the number does
not, for example, include Vulcan and
several other planets still very much in their
etheric development stage in our Solar
System.

Actually, there is no form without Life! Life
is. The visible Cosmos is the expression of
Life. Life is Intention. Life is Nothing, but
contains the inexhaustible possibilities of
Everything.

We have as yet to develop instruments or
technology capable of registering the
presence of these planets. Of course, if one
For example, If we
starts out wearing
would
shift
this
the
blinders
of
fixation
of
our
focus
believing that such Moving the search from the form
the
dense
things do not exist, to the idea of Human as an on
carbon water based
the
chance
of
expression of Cosmic Intention, is form
that
Life
"seeing" them is
such
a
tiny
step,
yet
it
opens
the
generates as
it
remote. Anyway, the
door
to
Infinity.
manifests
through
point is that, given
the idea of human
just the estimated
on Earth and start
number of galaxies and stars or suns which
looking at the living idea of a human being
we can see, we could well run out of zeros
as
an existing conscious intention or a
before we approached the number of
principled, manifested kind of energy field,
planets that our telescopes can find.
rather than some specific form, a universe
of possibilities would open for us. The most
I have no doubt that we will, sooner rather
immediate realization would be that
than later, discover a planet somewhere in
Humanity exists throughout Cosmos.
that vastness we call Cosmos that supports
what we have arbitrarily decided is Life. But
Humanity is an Idea, a frequency of
that is not really the problem. The problem
consciousness which is the medium
here is that the Big Scientific Question "Is
through which intention moves into action
there Life in the Universe?" is actually
or form. This is the eternal process of
based on an assumption that is an error.
motion in Cosmos: Intention, Love or
Consciousness,
and
Action
or
The error is the assumption that equates
manifestation through intelligence. Moving
Life with dense physical form existence.
the search from the form to the idea, of
Every definition of life that I have seen links
Human as an expression of Cosmic
life with form existence. For example, from
Intention, is such a tiny step, yet it opens
Wikipedia "Life is the characteristic that
the door to Infinity.
distinguishes organisms from inorganic
We will never be able to "see", experience,
substances and dead objects." "Inorganic"
or comprehend Life through the exploration
stuff is "dead", but organic stuff is alive.
of forms anyway, and this tiny step does
Why this discrimination makes sense in
not require cyclotrons or telescopes. Every
terms of Life, escapes me. However, in
human being is born with a physical
order for Life to exist there must be a form.
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On several occasions, I have experienced,
or you might say realized, that Infinity was
right in front of me and all around me, that I
was connected to it, part of it. And, though
this is unthinkable, I was it. Difficult to
express, but the role the heart plays in
registering these kinds of experiences is
significant. Somehow the Heart speaks
before the mind/brain starts processing
data.

sensory apparatus that will never be
equaled by any human invented instrument
or technology. Learning to use this
"equipment" is what we are about. The
"rewards" in terms of liberty, freedom,
understanding and beauty are worth all the
work.
Many times in this incarnation, while
spending time in the High Sierras, I have
had the experience of lying on my back at
9000 feet or so at 1 and 2 in the morning
observing the tiny part of the one of those
trillions of galaxies that I could see with my
naked eyes-- our galaxy, the Milky Way. I
have watched constellations, the Great
Bear, the Twins, wheel across the sky,
seen "shooting stars", once one that lasted
6 seconds, watched meteor showers,
watched the sun rise and gradually drive
out all the stars except Venus.

These experiences have a way of
imprinting themselves in consciousness,
both as images of light and beauty and
intense frequencies of joy and maybe once
in a while, bliss. And they come back again
and again with power and clarity during
one's trekking around in the mundane tasks
of daily living, giving it a sense of
connection and value and meaning that
makes it worthwhile and joyful.
It is interesting to realize that while raking
the leaves in the garden or shopping for
groceries in the supermarket, or driving
down the freeway, one is an inextricable
part, not only of Humanity and the planet,
but of the Infinite Cosmos. We are a part
that for a very brief time--as time goes--just
happens to be housed in a rather incredible
space ship we call a body and focused for
a brief moment in the act of raking or
shopping or driving.

While awesome in a certain way, none of
the above facts--experienced as numbers
on paper, in books or on slides, concerning
the sizes, and distance from Earth of the
diversity and multitude of bodies in
Cosmos--come even close to the impact of
awe, the meaning and significance of the
experience of being in a dense physical
body lying on the top of one of the lower
ridges in the crust of our tiny planet and
registering Cosmos. I use the term
registering
because
the
experience
involves so much more or our sensory
apparatus than our eyes. One can feel,
hear, smell and even taste Cosmos.

Deep within, we know that the Stars are
always there...waiting for us to return.
Tom Carney
Sagittarius 2013
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